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Defensive Zone Coverage Breakdown 

Know Your Role and Do Your Job 

In this video clip between the Arizona Coyotes and the Columbus Blue Jackets you get 
a chance to see a very common situation that occurs even in professional hockey. You 
see a breakdown in coverage in the defensive zone that results in a  goal against.

Arizona does a great job in the neutral zone off the centre ice face-off picking up their 
coverage and putting some puck pressure on the Jackets D pairing. You see the 
defensive centre #48 pick up the Jackets centre #17 and plays man coverage to prevent 
him from getting open for a pass from the Jackets D pairing, You see #19 Doan the 
strong side winger force the Jackets # 7 to move the puck to his partner while the other 
Coyote winger covers the weak side Jackets winger. 

The neutral zone coverage is so good that the Jackets #7 D joins the rush and sets a 
passing lane for his partner to get him the puck at the opponents blue line. 

The Defensive Zone Breakdown

The strong side Coyotes D man closes the gap on #7 with the puck (far too much time 
and space for my liking but I coach pressure). 

The Centre #48 for the Coyotes who did such a good job of covering the opponents 
Centre # 17 in the neutral zone let's his man go inside the blue line but chooses to 
watch the puck carrier #7 instead of using a "swivel head" and picking up the Jackets 
winger in the slot. 

Every defensive forward has the responsibility to pick up offensive players coming into 
then defensive zone, getting on the defensive side of the puck and taking his man to 
the net.

In this case #48 the Coyotes centre has no regard for his defensive role and makes it 
look like the Jackets #7 is going to pass him the puck which isn't going to happen. # 7 
makes a good passing to the offensive winger setting the passing lane in the slot, 
shoots and scores.

Teaching Point

Know your role in every zone with and without the puck. In this case #48 makes a 
mental mistake and doesn't pick up an offensive player driving the net and it results in  
a goal against. In every zone, with and without the puck a player has a role and must 
know what is expected of him/her and how to execute that role.


